"To use the computer as a transformation device is to use it on a trivial level. It is a completely general symbol-manipulating device and allows the writer of a program essentially to define what the machine is any way he or she chooses. That generality gives the computer a very special significance as the first modern device which allows itself to be used as a sort of do-it-yourself design kit, rather than as a single fixed-function tool."

—Harold Cohen

Last issue, I complained about poorly designed interfaces and discussed the goals of good design. In this issue, I’ll try to bring a bit of regularity to the design space by cataloging the problem elements to consider in system-interface design.

Interface Space Dimensions

The design of a human–machine interface is (or ought to be) shaped by three classes of factors:

- the task to be performed and the facilities the system brings to performing it (that is, what you’re trying to do and what the underlying system actually does),
- the intended users’ intellectual and physical characteristics, and
- the channels available for communicating with the system.

For any given design problem, some of these are fixed, whereas others can be varied by the system designer. In general, the designer’s aim should be to create an interface that facilitates the users’ communication with the system, over the available channels, to bring the system’s facilities to bear in performing the task.

Tasks

I remember when my eldest was little and loved to help. Of course, what daddy does most is type. Three-year-old Lisa would crawl into my lap and offer her services. When I suggested that she write the next paragraph, she wanted to know which buttons to push. Of course, that wasn’t very helpful. Pushing the buttons is the easy part. Deciding which buttons to push is the part I really needed help with. While little Lisa was fun, she wasn’t really helpful. The moral of this story is that to be useful, systems need to help with some hard part of the task.

Usually, a system designer has some idea of the users’ goals — systems don’t evolve in pure intellectual vacuums. Unfortunately, many designers of computer systems confuse the components of a solution with the actual solution. That is, because the components provided can be assembled into a solution for the user’s problem, the designer thinks the problem is solved — a behavior we should perhaps call “Church’s interface fallacy.” Just because the given facilities can be combined to reach the user’s goal doesn’t mean that an interface is adequate. Users have primary sets of tasks or goals ("communicating messages among the members of my group," “predicting the sales of our products under different pricing assumptions,” “writing the Great American Novel,” or “getting my clothes clean”). Providing only the components of the solutions does them a disservice.

In reality, the set of tasks we might want an artifact to aid in is unbounded, so we have a hard time characterizing them. Nevertheless, it’s useful to consider two task-oriented measures of system usability: depth and breadth.

A system’s depth measures how much of its anticipated tasks it accomplishes. Thus, a spreadsheet program used for predicting sales has a moderate depth — it has representations for sales and price values, but only primitive operators for using them for predictions. The spreadsheet is deeper than a pocket calculator, but not as deep as a system developed specifically for sales forecasts under pricing assumptions. A washing machine does a good job with part of the clothes-cleaning process, but it is too shallow to handle stains, dry cleaning, drying, or folding.

A system’s breadth is the extent to which it can...
be used for lots of different things (including those that the designers failed to anticipate). Thus, the originators of spreadsheet programs intended them to supply a depth that mimics the calculations of accountants’ spreadsheets. It is a tribute to the breadth of spreadsheet (and computers and programming languages) that they can be used in so many unanticipated ways.

For examples of uses unanticipated by system designers, consider that spreadsheets can be used to play Conway’s game of life, washing machines to churn butter if the farm is snowed in, and dishwashers to poach fish. (I, for one, have also had occasion to use a computer to heat my office.)

**Decision Graphs**

Given the variety of applications of artifacts, how can we characterize their tasks in some way that is useful for interface design? How does a system designed to help me write this column differ from one designed to help me write the Great American Novel (and differ from one designed to help me write the Great Russian Novel)? (At a minimum, the character set, correct-spelling list, and hyphenation algorithms differ between Russian and English. Moreover, the Great American Novel editor resembles a familiar text processor, but when initially invoked, it inserts into your buffer, “It was a dark and stormy night.”)

One useful tactic is to examine the tool’s anticipated “use cases,” considering what kinds of interactions should profitably exist, the various choices the user might want to make at each point, the relative likelihood of these choices, which parameterizations are required and where, and the extent to which we can anticipate the choices and parameters involved. We can build a graph representing these decisions, and its structure can lead us to interface-design tactics. Lean, low-branching-factor graphs suggest well-structured design tactics. Lean, low-branching-factor graphs suggest well-structured tasks through which a user can be led.

Bushy nodes imply many possible alternatives, and the best we can hope for is to make it easy to make choices. The former might be more characteristic of scriptable tasks, such as answering voicemail or setting up a VCR to record a future TV program; the latter, of less structured tasks like writing the Great American Novel. Things to keep in mind in this analysis include:

- **Predictability.** Although users might have the right to do lots of different things at any point, in reality, they tend to do some things a lot more than others. For example, in a messaging system, the user is much more likely to send or review a message immediately after composing it than to change his password. This is not to imply that the system should prevent users from changing their passwords at that point, but that it should make sending or reviewing the message easier to accomplish at that point than changing passwords.
If one action is sufficiently likely, the designer can make it the default action, to be invoked by the simplest command (or even without explicit command).

- **Type constraints.** If we know what kind of parameters to expect, we can ease the task of specifying them. Default values, spelling correction, and completion are all interface mechanisms to aid in this activity.

- **Clustering.** While we might not generally be able to predict which command a user will invoke, certain applications find particular clusters or paths of commands.

- **Concurrence with other tasks.** If my routine consists of concurrently text processing and communicating (on the same equipment), then it is important that switching between these tasks be easy and inexpensive.

- **Functionality.** So far, we’ve blithely assumed that the underlying system is capable of doing whatever the task calls for. Having the desired functionality correctly implemented is crucial as, without it, all (or almost all) is lost.

Just as modeling some devices suggests more complexity than simple state automata, modeling devices with “universal actions” and concurrent subsystems might require more complex graphing techniques.

**Channels**

The various interfaces developed for a system must be strongly influenced by the quality of the system’s input and output channels. The available channels are usually a given of system design, although the system designer can occasionally influence the hardware parameters. (“I need two LCDs to properly indicate the system state.”) Channels vary in the following respects:

- **Permanence.** Most character and graphic output devices exhibit an intermediate degree of permanence — that is, what is written remains on the screen until something new comes along to overwrite it. This contrasts with sound-based output, which the user needs to catch as it happens (or it’s no longer there) and hardcopy output, which lasts indefinitely (or least until it’s buried under something else on your desk). Another variety of indefinite information is embodied in the device’s physicality. For instance, my computer doesn’t need to periodically remind me which key is the shift key because it’s labeled “shift.”

- **Capacity.** Paralleling the permanence of output is capacity — how much information (in what varieties) can be shown at a given time. Capacity can be a mixed blessing, because a large capacity invites the interface designer to dilute a given communication’s focus (recall our grad student from last issue who was intent on filling the screen with information).

- **Bandwidth and latency.** Latency refers to how long it takes before a system can respond. Bandwidth refers to how much information can be transferred in a given time period. Computers have gotten fast, limited only by interface designers’ ability to invent things that take too long to do.

- **Precision.** On output, how precise a depiction can I create? Am I limited to letters at prespecified locations, or do I have high-density, color, bitmap graphics? Is the sound quality limited to single frequencies or symphonic? On input, can I read mouse coordinates, or am I restricted to recognizing keystrokes?

- **Accuracy.** How noisy are the input and output channels? Sufficient noise forces the interface designer to validate inputs and present output redundantly.

For applications running on general-purpose computers with bit-mapped screens, we’ve become accustomed to window, icon, menu, and pointing device (WIMP) interfaces. It’s either a tribute to the versatility of this scheme or a reprobation on the cleverness of interface designers that nothing has come along in the last 30 years to supplant this model. But interface design is about more than picking widgets for a WIMP — the most interesting new devices and applications need more mobility than that.

**Users**

Of course, the interface dimensions with the greatest variety are those concerned with people. People differ in cognitive, ergonomic, and social respects.

Cognitive dimensions include memory, the ability to remember the available choices and the information required to invoke different contexts. (In general, recognition is easier than recall, as long as you’ve got the channel bandwidth, capacity, and permanence to provide the prompts quickly enough and there’s not so much to be recognized that it obscures or overwhelms; cognitive orientation, such as a preference for pictures over words or structure over example; and intelligence, the ability to problem solve.

Ergonomics respects people’s physical characteristics, such as the cost of precise motions or straining actions. Ergonomics teaches us that its easier to move the mouse over a large button than a smaller one and that picking a menu at the top of the screen is easier than picking one at the top of a window (because you can safely overshoot the top of the screen but have to be more precise about the top of a window.) Careful ergonomic study can reveal that most people do not have three hands and that the transition from keyboard to pointing device is nontrivial.

Social dimensions include the environment in which an interface is used. Issues include task expertise (how skilled users are with the underlying task), expected system expertise (how skilled we expect users to become with the system — keeping in mind that everyone is a novice at some point and
that expertise is gained piecemeal, but that a system that always treats everyone as a novice grows tiresome), expected use frequency (how much users are likely to forget of how to use a device or feature between uses), and social setting (how much interpersonal help is available to aid in system use).

Closing Remarks
Orthogonal to our list of things to care about in interface construction are the components of interface devices. These range from command lines for typing in characters to the various widgets and components of the WIMP interface to interfaces based on exotic hardware. Similarly, interfaces can be organized as interrogations, direct manipulations of the some representational model, or blank canvases for the user to fill.

The best interfaces are the result of tinkering, testing, and evolution. It is unlikely that we completely understand our problem ahead of time; likewise, it’s impossible to guess all the subtle interactions and multitude of ways that people can find to misinterpret a clever design. Interface prototypes must be built, examined, and tested, both informally and formally. Good interface development is expensive.

Interface developers have good reason to be overwhelmed with the number of possibilities. I’ve listed some of the interface-design space’s many dimensions. Ideally, I’d love to present an organization of the universe that says, “If you have this kind of device, used by the following kinds of users who do the following kinds of tasks, then the appropriate interface is...” but, I’m not that wise. All I can do in this column is suggest some of the things to look at and points to consider, so that you don’t end up with a screen full of data when the user wanted a number, or a long dialogue leading to a predictable failure. Perhaps wiser souls will someday be able to organize these dimensions into a clear design space.
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